Photographs are meant to be printed! At Kurio Studio, we print exclusively on some of the finest
archival photographic papers available. In so doing we ensure the beauty, quality, and longevity of
every photographic print we produce.
Felix Shoeller Satin Matte

This ultra-silky photographic paper is imported from Germany and made by Felix Shoeller—one of the finest paper mills
in the world. This paper is also PEFC certified and harvested only from sustainably managed forests.

Kodak Endura Metallic Prints

With exceptional sharpness and a striking and distinctive metallic pearlessence, this paper really makes images pop!
Portrait Sheet* $30.00

11x14/16 $40.00

Hahnemühle Photo Rag Prints

Award winning and arguably the best photographic
paper in the world, Photo Rag is the most popular paper
chosen by photographers to create high quality fine art
prints.
Portrait Sheet* $45.00

11x14/16 $55.00

12x16/18

16x20/24 $75.00

$65.00

*Portrait Sheets are sized at 8x10/12 and may contain
one larger image or 2-5x7 images.
**Other size options also available

12x16/18 $50.00

16x20/24 $60.00

Hahnemühle Specialty Prints

Bamboo Paper:
90% bamboo, 10% cotton;
A natural & sustainable paper option.
German Etching Paper:
A heavyweight etching board, velvety smooth with a
fine textured surface.
William Turner Paper:
A genuine mold-made paper with a matte watercolour
texture.
Portrait Sheet*

$55.00

11x14/16

$75.00

12x16/18

$85.00

16x20/24

$95.00
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Our giclée canvas prints use Vivera archival inks on thick, 100% pure
cotton canvas produced in Canada in an environmentally safe and
chemically free manner. Hand-stretched on to a sturdy kiln-dried
and sustainable harvested Canadian basswood frame, canvas wraps
are also treated with Artshield UV protection laminate. Meant to
last for generations, our canvas wraps will not warp, crack, fade, or
turn yellow over time.
8x10/12 $95
11x14/16 $125
12x16/18

$150

16x20/24

$195

Clusters of different sized canvas wraps make for a unique way to
display several images from your collection together and Kurio
offers a discounted rate on the purchase of multiple canvas wraps.
Or go bold and create a single image mosaic across multiple prints
with our Split-Image canvas options:

$450

$450

$650

Printed directly on to brushed aluminum, these pieces are contemporary, bold and stylish! Images take on a brilliant
sheen and the metal flashes through to create a distinct look that will catch your eye from every angle. Metal prints are
lightweight, extremely rigid, and highly fade resistant making them suitable for both indoor and outdoor use. If you’re
looking for a piece with whimsical and vintage charm, inquire about our specialty shaped metal prints.
8x10/12 $110

11x14/16 $125

12x16/18 $150

16x20/24 $195

Get creative with a single image mosaic across multiple metal panels with our Split-Image metal print options:

Design 1 & 2: 30”W-$350; 40”W-$450

Design 3,4 & 5: 30”W-$420; 40”W-$520

The beauty of simplicity. Framing that won’t go out of style.
One frame style.
Three timeless colours: Rich Black. Crystal White. Natural Wood.
Our simple, modern, solid ashwood frames are entirely made in Canada.
Pricing includes one Hahnemühle Photo Rag print and an extra thick, cream coloured,
acid free matte.
Inquire about our other custom framing options.
8x12 {14x18} $95
10x10 {16x16} $120
12x18 {18x24} $150
16x16 {24x24} $175
16x24 {24x32} $200

Plaque & Float Mounts

Plaque mounts are mounted on a 3/8” thick wood base with a beveled, hand painted edge. Float mounts, a lighter
option ideal for larger prints, are mounted on 1/8” tempered Masonite with a recessed back making them appear to
‘float’ away from the wall. { 5x7-$40; 8x10/12-$60; 11x14/16-$80; 12x16/18-$100 }

Birchwood Prints

These could not be more awesome! Crisp, bright and vibrant, images are printed directly on to Canadian White Birch
that lends a unique wood grain to every print. { 8x12-$110; 12x12-$120; 12x18-$150; 16x24-$200; 20x20-$225}

Peel & Stick

Oh the possibilities! Peel & Stick prints can help take your decorating to a whole new level. Self-adhesive and reuseable, these are printed on a linen based material that is water-resistant, residue free and safe for all sorts of
surfaces including paint, wood, brick, concrete and glass. { 8x10/12-$40; 11x14/16-$55; 12x16/18-$70 }

Greeting & Announcement Cards

Kurio Studio Greeting & Announcement cards are custom designed just for you using your images and words.
Perfect for any occasion, our cards come in three styles and include envelopes.
Design Fee: $25
				
4x8 photo style
5x7 photo style
5x7 folded			

{12 set}		
$25

{25 set}		
$45

{50 set}		
$75

{100 set}
$110

$45 			

$75 			

$115 			

$220

Calendars

Fun & Functional! Kurio Studio calendars are custom designed and available in three styles: standard 8.5x11
folded; modern 11x17 coil bound; and 12x18 poster sized. Calendars include your selected images, words and
even your own personalized special occasions!
Design Fee: $40
Regular 8.5x11 Folded
$30		
11x17 Modern Coil $50		
12x18 Poster* $50
{no design fee for 12x18 poster calendar; discount on multiple calendar orders}

Your vision. Your style. Your images. Your words.
Tell your story. Share your life.
Preserve your memories with our beautiful, custom designed hardcover coffee table books.
Kurio Studio Books are perfect bound and available in a variety of formats and lengths incorporating
either a high quality Premium Lustre paper stock or Pro-line Pearl photographic paper. Hardcover books
are available with either a dust jacket or with the cover image printed directly on the cover.
Once your book is designed, a reduced rate is applied so you can order as many copies as you like!
Hardcover, Premium Lustre paper:		
40pp {19 page spreads}			
80pp {39 page spreads} 			

8x10 		
$320 		
$575 		

13x11		
$420 		
$650 		

12x12
$475
$675

Hardcover, Pro-Line Pearl photo paper:		
40pp {19 page spreads} 				
80pp {39 page spreads} 				

8x10 		
$350 		
$600 		

13x11		
$450 		
$675 		

12x12
$475
$700

*Other book lengths also available

The most luscious albums on the face of the planet!
…and good for the planet too!
These albums are entirely handcrafted by master bookmaker Samantha Boudrot,
the creative genius behind Wild Magnolia Design. If you are looking for the most
captivating display of your memories and a true heirloom by which your future
descendents will know you by ... this is it. Wild Magnolia albums are not only
the most heart stunningly beautiful albums we’ve seen, but they are also the
only eco-friendly, archival album in the world…and it’s not just a gimmick. This
design studio is committed to creating the most long-lasting, earth-friendly
albums on the market. { Starting at $850 }
Learn more about Wild Magnolia Albums at www.wildmagnoliadesign.com

Albums with Attitude!
Finao One Flush Mount Albums display not
only an exquisite handmade quality but they
offer tons of options and possibilities.
From their unique, stand-out sizes to your
choice of over 100 cover material options
including fine leathers and vegan leathers, silks,
textures, and even bullet metal, Finao albums
are modern and stylish for those looking for an
album on the cutting edge.
{ Starting at $650 }
To learn more, visit: www.finaoonline.com

High Fashion Books
With the highest standards of creativity, quality and
innovation, Couture Books combine old-world binding
techniques with the latest techniques in printing to create
stunning, one-of-a-kind heirloom books.
Couture Book offers 13 unique book styles to choose
from and proceeds from each Couture Book are donated
to charities that make a difference.
{ Starting at $600 }
To learn more, visit: www.couturebook.com

Slideshows

At Kurio we don’t just make slideshows, we make little video masterpieces! Our clients have raved about
them and many tell us they watch them again and again. With your images and your selection of music, our
video slideshows are the perfect way to share your image collection with friends & family. All slideshows are
high-definition and come in MP4 video format.
We can also produce slideshows for weddings and other special events.
{ Up to 5min: $50

Digital Image Files

Up to 10min: $75 }

Individual image files as well as complete printable image collections on disk are available. Image files are
native sized, unwatermarked JPEG files that you can both archive and print.
{ 1 file - $25 5 files - $100 10 files - $150 20 files - $200 }
{ Entire digital image collections on disk starting at $250 }

